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Abstract 

The subject of this study is to investigate the effects of surface welding on welding residual 

stress, analyzing temperature fields, and distortion in low carbon steel. This work aims to 

simulate residual stresses that appeared during the surface welding of the carbon steel plates 

via finite element analysis using the ABAQUS software. This analysis includes a finite element 

model for the thermal and mechanical welding simulation. It also includes a material deposit, 

temperature-dependent material properties, metal plasticity, and elasticity. The welding 

simulation was considered as a coupled temperature-displacement analysis. The element birth 

and death technique was employed for the simulation of filler metal deposition. The residual 

stress distribution, distortion magnitude, and temperature changes in the center weld metal 

were obtained. The results showed that applying boundary conditions of mechanical led to a 

decrease in the plastic strain. In addition, the residual stresses and the temperature fields are 
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dependent on several factors, which include the different boundary conditions and the pre-

heating temperature. 

 

Keywords: Surface welding, Residual stresses, Stress analysis, Finite element method, 

ABAQUS software 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Welding is a common method for joining metals and alloys. It is used to achieve a specific form 

from more fundamental geometries in which materials, like sheets and tubes, are provided. 

Nonetheless, welding is a thermal process causing undesired residual stresses and deformations 

in welded structures, especially in the case of thin plates, as a result of a combination of thermal 

expansion, plastic flow, and phase transformation. These stresses often occur around the fusion 

zone as well as the heat-affected zone (HAZ) [1], [2]. Consequently, without the application of 

external stresses, residual stresses remain inside the material. These stresses are heavily 

influenced by structural characteristics such as plate thickness, width, joint type and geometry, 

material parameters, mechanical and physical qualities at various temperatures. The type of 

used filler metal as well as the type of welding technique, welding procedure such as current, 

voltage, arc development speed, feed rate, nozzle to plate distance, and arc efficiency, are all 

other controlling factors [2]–[4].  

The multi-pass welding techniques are commonly used for joining steel structures 

or other metal alloys, regeneration of machine and equipment parts, as well as for the 

application of welding coatings (surfacing, hardfacing). Surfacing is a welding process used to 

apply a hard, wear-resistant layer of metal to surfaces or edges of worn-out parts. It is one of 

the most economical methods of conserving and extending the life of machines, tools, and 

construction equipment. Surfacing, sometimes known as hardfacing or wearfacing, is often 

used to build up worn shafts, gears, or cutting edges [5], [6].  

Residual compressive stresses on the structural components depending on their size can be 

useful or harmful. Compressive stresses, which have been widely employed to increase 

component fatigue strength and prevent stress corrosion cracking and brittle fracture, have the 

optimum impact. Nevertheless, when these stresses become tensile, they weaken the 

mechanical properties of the welded joints and can lead to catastrophic failure. The presence 

of tensile residual stresses at or near the boundary between the fusion zone and the HAZ is 

regarded as the most severe occurrence of residual stresses in the welded joints. To avoid the 

https://ampweldingfabrication.com/
http://draftingmanuals.tpub.com/14040/css/Gears-53.htm
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negative effects of tensile residual stresses on welding sections, the amount and distribution of 

tensions must be evaluated, and their value must be reduced or converted to compressive 

stresses. [2], [4], [7]. As a result, accurate assessment of residual stresses due to welding aids 

in the development of sound design and structural safety. The precise calculation of residual 

stresses during welding is difficult because it includes several temperature-dependent material 

variables [8], [9]. 

Stress relaxation techniques, diffraction techniques, cracking techniques, and methods based 

on stress-sensitive characteristics have all been used to measure residual stresses in metals. 

These strategies do not achieve total stress distribution, and most of them are costly and time-

consuming, with some of them being harmful [10], [11]. A trustworthy heat model to describe 

and analyze the process of heat transfer in the welding technique is required to accurately 

estimate the welding residual stress field. Engineers, primarily in the aerospace industry, began 

to apply the finite element technique more regularly in the early 1950s. The use of finite 

element techniques to study the welding residual stress problem was first employed in 1971 

[3], [12]. Recently, researchers have used noticeably numerical methods for predicting the 

amount of residual stress.  

Deng [13] investigated the impact of solid-state phase change on residual stresses and 

distortions in steels during welding. His findings demonstrated that martensitic transformation 

had a significant impact on the residual stress and deformation in low and medium carbon steel. 

With a finite element elastic-plastic thermal stress package, Free et al.  [14] calculated the 

residual stresses of three-dimensional welding and deformations by the thickness of a multi-

pass weld in the as-fabricated condition. The thermomechanical behavior and residual stresses 

were studied using finite element techniques by Akbari et al. [2], who found that the welding 

heat input has a substantial impact on the residual stresses. Deng et al.  [15] compared the 

distribution of residual stresses in pipelines SUS304 by using a finite element method and 

experimental method. Punitharani  et al.  [1] predicted the residual stresses in a hard-faced gate 

valve with the help of finite element analysis. Gurney [16] has calculated the residual stresses 

resulting from spot heating at the center of a large circular plate through a form of finite-

element analysis and the use of a theoretical, radially symmetrical, temperature distribution. 

The investigation was concerned in particular with defining the effect of variations in material 

yield stress, rate of heat input, and peak temperature on the residual-stress distribution. In this 

paper, the residual stresses and distortions resulting from the process of surface welding on 

carbon steel are analyzed by the commercial software ABAQUS. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

In this study, distortion, residual stresses, and temperature changes in the welded sample were 

investigated using a three-dimensional finite element model. The simulation of the process of 

surface welding has been performed on steel plates. The FE model is shown in Fig.1 with 200 

brick elements and 363 nodes and the length, width and thickness are 5 cm, 5 cm, and 0.005 

cm, respectively. For the simulated deposit, the molten droplets on the substrate used 100 

elements at the length and width of the upper surface plate. Mild steel is used as base metal and 

stainless steel is used as the deposited material. The temperature-dependent thermal material 

properties for the plates and the filler weld material can be seen in Table 1. The welding 

parameters, including welding speed and heat input are determined as 2 mm/s and 0.9 kJ/mm, 

respectively.  The different boundary conditions used in this study are shown in Table 2 and 

Fig. 1.  

Furthermore, to consider the effect of preheating temperatures, the given plate was preheated 

to 300 ℃. Preheating procedure is carried out regarding condition A shown in Table 2. Welding 

direction is also exhibited in Fig. 2.   

 

Table 1 Physical and mechanical properties of the used materials 

sample 
Temperature 

(℃) 

Conductivity 

(W/m℃) 

Density 

(Kg.m-3) 

Young’s modulus 

(GPa) 
Passions ratio 

Specific heat 

(J/Kg℃) 

 

Base metal 

0 

200 

400 

43.5 

42.5 

37.7 

7810 

7810 

7810 

210 

210 

210 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

473.8 

502 

551.9 

 

Weld metal 

0 

200 

400 

14.6 

16.1 

18 

8037 

8037 

8037 

198.5 

198.5 

198.5 

0.294 

0.294 

0.294 

462 

512 

540 

 

Table 2 Different boundary conditions in this model 

       Conditions 

plate 
U1 U2 U3 UR1 UR2 UR3 

A 0 0 0 
Change in 

nodes 

Chang in 

nodes 

Chang in 

nodes 

B 
Chang in 

nodes 

Chang in 

nodes 

Chang in 

nodes 

Chang in 

nodes 

Chang in 

nodes 

Chang in 

nodes 
C 0 0 0 0 0 0 

U1: displacement in the y direction 

U2: displacement in the x direction 

U3: displacement in the z direction 

UR1: displacement and rotation in y direction 

UR2: displacement and rotation in x direction 

UR3: displacement and rotation in z direction 
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Fig. 1 Mechanical boundary conditions in different states. A: The piece has translational movement in 

the x, y, and z direction; but no rotational movement in any direction. B: The piece has rotational and 

translational movement in the x, y, and z direction. C: The piece does not have not rotational and 

translational movement in the x, y, and z direction 

 

The solution procedure consists of steps from type the coupled temperature displacement –

transient and the finite element model employs the technique of element birth and death. At 

first, all the elements had to be deactivated in one step, and subsequently, the elements were 

reactivated one by one in each step by form of the model change technique. The initial 

temperature sample was defined as 25 ℃. Sensitivity analysis for mesh density has been 

performed and the most appropriate mesh has been selected. The mesh intended in the whole 

process was considered similarly. Fig. 3. shows the final meshed model 

 

Fig. 2: Welding direction during welding. 

 

Fig. 3 Meshed Model of Finite Element 

 

A B C 
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Thermal analysis 

After inserting appropriate boundary conditions into the model, the thermal analysis was 

carried out. The boundary condition must be applied under the experimental approach. Thermal 

Analysis is a 3D-thermal heat transfer. In this analysis, the equation for transient heat transfer 

is shown by Eq. 1 [17]: 

𝜌𝑐
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
(𝑥. 𝑦. 𝑧. 𝑡) = −∇ ∙  �⃗�(𝑥. 𝑦. 𝑧. 𝑡) + 𝑄 (𝑥. 𝑦. 𝑧. 𝑡)                 (Eq. 1) 

where ρ is the density of the material, C is the specific heat capacity, T is the temperature, q is 

the heat flux, Q is the internal heat, t is the time, x, y and z are the coordinates in the reference 

system, and ∇ is the spatial gradient operator. Han et al. [18] numerically examined the 

temperature field induced by laser beam welding (LBW) in a thin-plate stainless steel AISI304 

joint. Their findings showed that the temperature gradients in the fusion zone and its 

surroundings are quite significant. In this study, for the whole condition, the piece heat input 

was modeled as distributed heat flux that focused on the welding lines. This heat is spread 

around by conduction. Fig. 4 shows the temperature variations in the different welding 

conditions (Table 2) for the preheated condition. It shows that the change in boundary 

conditions of mechanics cause different temperature changes. The temperature variations in 

step 11 in the initial weld line deposited on base metal were considered.  According to these 

figures, it can be seen that temperature increases to 900 ℃ in near the weld line but decreases 

to 100 ℃ when getting away from it. The change of temperature is greater in near points than 

farther points. 

 

Fig. 4 Thermal cycles for the conditions a) A, b) C, c) B, and d) of the preheated state shown in Table 

2 
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According to Fig. 4, temperature changes in all conditions are the same, although the value of 

the temperature distribution in conditions b and d is higher than in other states. This is due to 

boundary conditions, temperature conditions, and base metal preheating. When molten droplets 

splatter on a metal surface, they cause the upper temperature for the base metal in step11. This 

subject causes minimal displacement in this base metal compared with other cases presented 

in the literature review. According to Sumana and his coworkers [19], preheating minimizes 

the temperature gradient across the weld in the transverse direction and has a good influence 

on residual deformations and stresses. 

3.2 distortion and residual stresses 

 To study welding conditions for the given piece, the state in which the bottom of four corners 

in base metal has the degree of freedom 0 in transitional and rotational modes around the axis 

coordinate system is considered (condition A in Table 2 and Fig. 1). The results revealed that 

at the initial modes with a temperature 25 ℃, the collision of molten droplets on the base metal 

surface leads to change of displacement around the U2 axis at the center of the piece and in 

line with X-axis, as shown in Figs. 5 & 6. These displacement changes were in such a way that 

they had a decreasing trend in their direction of progress and then gradually went speed up and 

remained constant at the endpoint of their direction. While in the base piece exposed to 

preheating conditions at a temperature of 300 ℃, an intense decrease has been observed 

followed by a sharp increase and finally remains constant. 

  

 

Fig. 5 Displacement in the direction U2 in preheated and without preheating states 
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Fig. 6 Change of displacement in the direction U2 in the un-preheated (A) and preheated (B) states 

 

The non-uniform expansion and contraction of the weld and surrounding base material 

generated by the heating and cooling cycle during the welding process cause distortion in a 

welded structure. The distortion in a welded structure can be reduced by designing suitable 

junction placements and/or altering plate thickness during the design stage. Meanwhile, during 

the production stage, controlling heat input and using the suitable assembly sequence might 

help to limit welding-induced deformation to some extent [20], [21]. According to the graphs, 

preheating of base metal leads to a decrease in displacement range at the given direction. This 

is in line with the expected state. Preheating of the base metal, the input temperature comes 

down and droplet temperatures go up, so displacement is low. Nevertheless, the highest amount 

of strain in the case of non-preheating is less than the case of preheating at 300 ℃. The reason 

for this can be the collision of molten droplets with base metal leads to a lot of displacement 

because of the being cool of piece in an initial state. Figs. 7 & 8 show the changes in plastic 

strain in the substrate in the preheated and un-preheated states.  

  

 

 

 

A 

B 
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Fig. 7 The variations in the plastic strain in the preheated and un-preheated states 

 

 

Fig. 8 Plastic strain in the un-preheated (A) and preheated (B) states 

 

Figs 9 & 10 exhibit the effect of preheating temperature on residual stress after surface welding 

of base metal. As shown, when the base metal has a temperature of 25 ℃, the residual stress 

increases gradually based on direction displacement and then progressing from the front piece 

to the rear. But in the case of preheating, the residual stress increases at the beginning of the 

displacement direction, and then it decreases. This behavior can be attributed to the heating of 

the piece till the endpoint and finally reducing stress. According to the Lee et al. findings [6], 

preheating can significantly lower final tensile residual stress, particularly around the weld toe 

 

 

A 

B 
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and at the bottom of the chord plate. Based on their findings, the transverse residual stresses at 

the weld toe for joints with and without preheating are 316.5 MPa and 408.7 MPa, respectively 

[14]. Charkhi and his coworker [22] observed that preheating of the carbon steel pipes reduces 

tensile hoop residual stresses on the inner surface as well as tensile axial stresses on both the 

inner and outer surfaces. 

 

 

Fig 9 The residual stress variations on the plate in the preheated and un-preheated conditions 

 

 

Fig 10 Residual stress variations on the plate in the un-preheated (A) and preheated (B) conditions 
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To change the base metal conditions, the other situations are also considered in which the piece 

has different boundary conditions. Two different boundary conditions corresponding to the 

fixed, pinned and simple supports were considered. The change in this trend in creating 

boundary conditions leads to changes in residual stress, displacement, and strain compared to 

the previous state. 

As it was expected, because of the conditions limiting the rotation, residual stress reached 

higher amounts of previous states in preheating and non-preheating at the beginning of 

direction as shown in Fig. 11. Then it comes down and becomes similar to a preheating state. 

Changes in displacement and strain mode are shown in Fig. 12.  

 

Fig. 11 Residual stress changes in condition C, in Table 2 

 

 

Fig, 12 The variations of displacement in the direction U2 (A) and plastic strain (B) in the plate in 

condition C, in Table 2 
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Figure 12. The variations  
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Other different boundary conditions are imposed on base metal as shown in Fig. 13. According 

to this figure, the residual stress will be increased by moving away from the direction. This 

behavior can be ascribed to imposed constraints and the rotation ability of the piece in some 

directions. By entering droplets on base metal and creating a coat on its surface, the amount of 

residual stress is approximately similar to the state in which the piece is created under all 

imposed constraints at the four corners of the piece.  

 

 

Fig. 13 Residual stress variations in condition B, in Table 2 

 

These findings show that the computation finite element results are very close to the boundary 

condition and initial condition of this piece. 

 

4. Conclusions 

In the present study, a comprehensive finite element model was developed for predicting and 

calculating the residual stresses, distortion, and changes in temperature in the center of weld 

metal caused by the manual metal arc surface welding of carbon steel plates.  The most 

important findings of this study can be summarized as follows: 

• Preheating of base metal leads to a decrease in displacement range in a given direction. 

• Preheating of the base metal decreases the value of the residual stress in comparison 

with the un-preheated state. 

• The changing in mechanical boundary conditions leads to changes in temperature of 

different welding steps. 
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